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INTRODUCTION
The presented IMCU (Intelligent Motion Control
Unit) is the main part with the PSU (Power
Supervisor Unit) of the developed and already
implemented

IMCS

(Intelligent

Motion

Control

System). It is an alternative based on the distributed
intelligence approach solution for the complex

control system (see [1]).
It combines all necessary functions to provide
“local/individual” control of one actuator, including:
1. High performance DSP control device
2. Power amplifier(s) based on DC or PWM
technologies
3. Communication

interfaces

as

CAN

bus,

Firmware and programmation

addressable UART, high-speed SPI etc.
4. Interfaces to all required equipment as position

The user can develop, test and implement its final

SW solution using the commercial C compiler and

sensor, limit switches etc.

HW implementation
IMCU modular design includes:
1. Common

connections”

are

concentrated

on

the

same

with

IMCU includes tested firmware providing:

applications

MAIN

board

highly

flexible

interfaces

(CPLD)

to

communication devices, mezzanine boards and

1. Initialization and configuration

connected power amplifier

electronic board. As result, distance, resolution

2. Commands

effects and grounding problems lose their critical

3. Boot-loader ready to up-date firmware

influence. Using the low price and high-performance

4. Communication protocols

2. Customized

for

each

specific

application

MEZZanine. It acts as the interface with the
particular

(floating-point CPU) motion control DSP device can

sensor

such

as

resolver,

LVDT,

incremental and/or communication technologies

directly control:

used in a specific application.

1. Position/speed of actuator

3. Range of Power Amplifier (linear or PWM) for

2. Communication with the Host

voice-coil, Brushless, step, DC and AC motors. It

3. Power electronic amplifier
4. Exception

all

including floating-point DSP (PIC32MK) designed

free IDE (MPLAB X) provided by Microchip. The
Its main particularity is that all “internal control inter-

for

states

following

includes: analogue measurements of actuator
any

activated

voltage and current, protective circuitry including

protection

configurable over-current and over-temperature

5. Initialization a requested configuration

cut-outs, power supply verification and an

but also provides additional functionality such as

enable/disable input.

large fault detection range and self-testing features,

The Real Time part of the control software can be

easy implementation of new identification and auto-

programmed

tuning algorithms.

simulation tools.
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directly

from

the

SimulinkTM
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